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C O M M E N T

By Paul Moravec

A sense of place, along with a sense of time, helps form our identity.
— Denise Von glahn*

While music—especially music without words—speaks an essentially abstract, non-
representational language, my own music often seems to involve some physical, tangible 
catalyst. three of the four compositions on this album were directly inspired by a personal 
experience at some particular place: New hampshire (Northern Lights Electric), Venice 
(Sempre Diritto!), and catalonia (Montserrat). in a way, the fourth work, Clarinet Concerto, 
also owes something to “a sense of place,” as i composed it during my recent artist residency 
at the institute for advanced study in princeton, NJ, one of my childhood hometowns, full 
of happy memories and current associations. 

Northern Lights Electric began its life as an octet commissioned and premiered by the 
North country chamber players in 1992. in setting out to musicalize the majestic quality 
of the aurora borealis, i conceived the piece orchestrally more than in terms of chamber 
music, and i finally orchestrated it in 2000. the richer textures, greater timbral variety, and 
larger canvas of a full orchestra more effectively project my impressions of this astonishing 
natural phenomenon.

Clarinet Concerto is the second piece i’ve written for David Krakauer, the first being Tempest 
Fantasy, which he premiered with trio solisti in 2003. the Concerto especially makes use 
of his astounding stylistic range and technical virtuosity. in our early discussions about the 
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piece, David suggested that i make it explicitly klezmer, but i demurred. i said that as an 
episcopalian i didn’t feel quite qualified, to which he replied, “you’re slavic. close enough.” 

Sempre Diritto! was composed in italy during the summer of 1991, inspired by my experi-
ence of getting lost in the convolutions of Venice. at the time i was listening a lot to steve 
reich’s Music for 18 Musicians, and its influence seems to have found its way into my 
musical thinking. Sempre Diritto! is the closest i’ve come to minimalism in my own music. in 
spatial, geometric terms, i imagine the repeating, gradually evolving patterns as describing 
ever-tightening spirals. Sempre Diritto! is also my most neoclassical work, as reflected in 
its structural repose and haydnesque orchestration.

the idea for Montserrat occurred to me when i happened upon a statue of pablo casals at 
the legendary mountain monastery north of barcelona in 1994. the concerto gestated over 
a period of several years and i finally finished it at the macDowell colony in the summer of 
2001. my memory of its premiere in manhattan that November is colored by the lingering 
fear and uncertainty all New yorkers experienced following the 9/11 attacks, but also by 
the determination to get on with making music. cellist arthur fiacco and conductor Kent 
tritle presented the premiere at Kent’s professional home, the church of st. ignatius Loyola, 
which is especially apt in light of ignatius’s own historical and spiritual identification with 
the monastery at montserrat.

may 2012

NortherN Lights eLectric was first commissioned as an octet and 
premiered by the North Country Chamber Players in 1992. Finally orchestrated 

in 2000, the work received its orchestrated premiere with the Mannes Orchestra, 
led by David Hayes, in 2007.

cLariNet coNcerto, composed for David Krakauer, was premiered by him and 
the Princeton Symphony Orchestra, Mei-Ann Chen conducting, in January 2009.

sempre Diritto! was commissioned by the late Jens Nygaard for premiere with 
his Jupiter Symphony at Alice Tully Hall in 1992.

moNtserrat: coNcerto for ceLLo aND orchestra was premiered 
in November 2001 by cellist Arthur Fiacco and conductor Ken Tritle at St. Ignatius 

Loyola, New York City.

By Denise von glahn

in program notes he wrote for an early performance, paul moravec explained that Northern 
Lights Electric (1992, orch. 2000) [1] was inspired by an experience he had some years 
ago on a nighttime walk in New hampshire: “i happened to look up to see an astonishing 
display of the northern lights filling the sky. among the eerier aspects of such an experience 
is the majestic light show’s utter silence. the only sound i heard was the hum of a nearby 
electric streetlamp.” he continued: “Northern Lights Electric originated in my natural musical 
instinct to imagine a soundtrack for this natural phenomenon combined with the energy 
from a local power station, suggesting perhaps a union of the ethereal and the earthly.” 
the music that resulted suggests neither the silence of the light show nor the buzz of a 
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streetlight per se, but the composer’s thorough wonderment at being present amidst such 
a dazzling and magnificent event. 

as the piece emerges, soft jingling bells transport a listener into another realm, somewhere 
magical and mysterious. We hear the spaciousness of a clear night sky in the open scoring 
that introduces the piece and witness the electrically charged energy that explodes in glow-
ing, flickering, curling colors. muted pianissimo strings climb heavenward while woodwinds 
breathe a vaguely exotic melody; the ascending gesture and serpentine melody will morph 
like the northern lights themselves and weave together the music and our experience of 
the phenomenon. brass plumes of sound punctuate the vaporous atmosphere mimicking 
the occasional flashes of deep, dark shades amidst the more plentiful pastel washes that 
fill the sky. analogous to the lights themselves, moravec’s music is simultaneously all-
encompassing and incorporeal; it is everywhere and nowhere. a chorale-like passage near 
the end of the piece evokes the spiritual sense of transcendence that often results from 
watching such a celestial display. 

Clarinet Concerto [2–4] was commissioned in 2008 by the princeton symphony orchestra 
for the group and acclaimed clarinetist David Krakauer, who is known internationally for 
his mastery of a variety of musical styles ranging from classical to klezmer, jazz, funk, and 
hip-hop. the structure of the three-movement work follows the expected temporal pattern 
of fast-slow-fast, but the music announces that moravec isn’t confined by tradition. the 
concerto provides composer and clarinetist with a chance to show their chops in a piece 
that moves seamlessly through playful motives, virtuosic displays, jazzy licks, and keening 
klezmer wails. moravec uses just the string section from the larger orchestra to act as the 
soloist’s foil; on the one hand, the decision guarantees maximal timbral contrast between 
the featured woodwind and the rest of the ensemble. but on the other hand, the piece is 
not ultimately a contest of opposites; it is instead an exploration of universally experienced 

moods and how they emerge, reshape, and manifest themselves in two, ostensibly differ-
ent, types of instruments over the course of three tightly unified movements. the piece 
is all about coming together and sharing. the first movement begins with a ticking and 
buzzing strings-only opening; a listener can feel the latent energy in the barely contained, 
soft vamping sounds. the clarinet eventually springs on the scene and does a toe-dance 
through the movement; its music floats high in the air buoyed by the strings. shifting 
moods, the clarinet introduces the melancholic, monothematic second movement. its 
weighty, descending, tritone-laden song pulls the accompanying ensemble downward into 
a contemplative and then anguished state. the movement is as despairing as the first was 
hopeful. the third movement emerges with clarinet and strings determined to slough off 
the anguish of the middle movement. the music rises up, returns to the stratosphere of 
the first movement, plays with the once-mournful theme of the second movement, and 
together the instrumentalists enjoy an exhilarating romp to the finish. this is music of 
joyful overcoming. 

as the composer explains: “‘sempre Diritto!’ is the cheerfully confident reply that a visitor to 
an italian city often hears when asking for directions.” in Sempre Diritto! (Straight Ahead!) [5] 
moravec offers “a sort of musical itinerary through Venice” where “destinations are rarely 
‘straight ahead’ from any given point.” in moravec’s words, “the spiral, winding themes 
suggest to me the natural contours of the streets which contribute so much to the city’s 
incomparably enchanting effect.” but the piece goes beyond the composer’s recollection 
of enchantment. the reality of negotiating Venice seems an apt metaphor for music that 
often sounds more like a victory over metaphorical wrong turns than a travelogue through 
the city of canals. this is intense, expressive, passionate music. the composer’s lyrical gifts 
are on full display. it is the omnipresent tension between the idea of “straight ahead” and 
the constantly morphing, inward-turning, quasi-twelve-tone melodic materials that com-
plicates and deepens the meaning of the ostensibly lighthearted phrase “sempre Diritto!” 
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moravec confines himself to an ensemble that consists of a full complement of strings, and 
pairs of horns and oboes, with no additional brass and no percussion at all. the string choir 
is a constant presence throughout the piece while horns and oboes drop in and out over the 
course of the work; the music expands and contracts with their entrances and exits. but 
brass and woodwinds always grow out of the strings’ music rather than introduce new or 
different tone colors or materials. the musical traveler is focused and determined. Like the 
introspective circular themes that connect and color the piece, the homogenous blend of 
the ensemble provides a timbral analogue for moravec’s “straight ahead” purpose. contrast 
and distraction are kept to a minimum as the piece strives towards its single-minded goal. 
as instruments come together in a chattering, excited celebration of the same pitch that 
began the piece, listeners are confident that moravec has, indeed, found his much sought 
destination. one senses a great exhalation at the achievement.

Montserrat: Concerto for Cello and Orchestra [6] is an homage to pablo casals (1876–1976) 
and the mountaintop monastery that became like a second home to him. as a youth, casals 
was a frequent guest of the monks at montserrat; together they discussed many things 
including art and music. he is remembered there today by a centenary statue of him seated 
and playing his cello peacefully amidst the mountains and trees overlooking catalonia. casals 
listens to the music within and around him and moravec listens to casals: Montserrat is 
what moravec heard. three rising notes gently pull listeners into a piece that is by turns 
meditative and magisterial, serene and extravagant, inward-turning and exuberant. the 
music moves between prayer and dance as cellist and composer survey the panoramic scene 
and respond. Listeners hear snapshots in sound as the episodically structured piece pivots 
in place and readjusts its focus. moravec’s Montserrat grows gradually, but inevitably, from 
the brief ascending gesture, which the composer has taken from a plainchant that closes the 
“magnificat” section of monteverdi’s Marian Vespers of 1610. the oft-time spiritual quality 
of Montserrat has deep roots in these seventeenth-century origins, in the sound of chimes 

that ring as if from a distance, both temporal and geographical, and in the spanish musician 
himself who inspired and infuses every moment of the work. Variations of the three-note 
motive thread their way throughout the piece simultaneously exploring the potency of the 
simple, humble gesture and unifying the unapologetically romantic rhapsody. We can hear 
moravec’s love of montserrat and all its associations in his reluctance to let go. seeking 
one more backwards glance, and then just one more, little by little the composer releases 
his music. With moravec’s piece we hear the passion of one quiet soul channeled through 
that of another in music that speaks directly to the heart.

© 2012 Von glahn
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Paul Moravec, winner of the 2004 pulitzer prize in music, 
has composed numerous orchestral, chamber, choral, lyric, 
film, and operatic works. his recent premieres include 
The Letter, with a libretto by terry teachout, for santa fe 
opera; Danse Russe, a one-act opera for the philadelphia 
international festival of the arts; Brandenburg Gate, for 
orpheus chamber orchestra at carnegie hall; The Blizzard 
Voices, an oratorio for opera omaha; Clarinet Concerto, for 
clarinetist David Krakauer and the princeton symphony 
orchestra; Wind Symphony, for the southeastern conference 
band Directors association; and Piano Quintet, premiered by 
Jeremy Denk and the Lark Quartet.

moravec has received many awards, including the rome prize fellowship from the american 
academy in rome, two fellowships and an arts and Letters award from the american 
academy of arts and Letters, a fellowship in music composition from the National 
endowment for the arts, a rockefeller foundation fellowship, and a camargo foundation 
residency fellowship, among others. in 2010, he was elected to membership in the american 
philosophical society.

moravec is currently university professor at adelphi university and also recently served as 
the artist-in-residence with the institute for advanced study in princeton, NJ. a graduate 
of harvard university and columbia university, he has taught at columbia, Dartmouth, and 
hunter college.
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paul moravec’s discography includes four albums on Naxos american classics: Tempest 
Fantasy, performed by trio solisti with clarinetist David Krakauer; The Time Gallery, per-
formed by eighth blackbird; Cool Fire, with the bridgehampton chamber music festival; and 
Useful Knowledge, with soprano amy burton, baritone randall scarlata, trio solisti, and La 
fenice Quintet. his commercial recordings are available on itunes.

paul moravec’s music is published exclusively by subito music corporation. 
www.paulmoravec.com

 David Krakauer, clarinetist, is renowned for his mastery of 
myriad styles. he occupies the unique position of being one of 
the world’s leading exponents of eastern european Jewish 
klezmer music, and at the same time is a major voice in 
classical music. as one of the foremost musicians of the 
vital new wave of klezmer, David Krakauer tours the globe 
with his celebrated Klezmer madness! ensemble. While firmly 
rooted in traditional klezmer folk tunes, the band “hurls the 
tradition of klezmer music into the rock era” (Jon pareles, 
New York Times).

in addition to his annual european tours to major international festivals and jazz clubs, recent 
seasons brought Krakauer and his band to the Library of congress, stanford Lively arts, san 
francisco performances, the Krannert center, carnegie’s Zankel hall, the Venice biennale, 
Krakow Jewish culture festival, bbc proms, saalfelden Jazz festival, transmusicales de 
rennes, La cigale, New morning in paris, and many others. recently he has also done exten-
sive international touring with the multi-genre super group abraham inc. that he co-leads 
with funk legend fred Wesley and hip-hop renegade socalled.
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in addition, Krakauer is in demand worldwide as a guest soloist with the finest ensembles 
including the emerson, orion, and Kronos string Quartets, as well as orchestras including 
the amsterdam sinfonietta, Detroit symphony, Weimar staatskapelle, phoenix symphony, 
Dresdener philharmonie, and seattle symphony.

Krakauer’s discography contains some of the most important klezmer recordings of the past 
decade including six cDs under his own name: two on John Zorn’s tzadik label and four on 
Label bleu; plus collaborations with the Klezmatics, itzak perlman, the Kronos Quartet/
osvaldo golijov, and socalled. abraham inc.’s Tweet-Tweet on his own label, table pounding 
records (and Label bleu in europe), was released in early 2010.

composers who have written major pieces for him include David del tredici, paul moravec, ofer 
ben-amots, Jean philippe calvin, george tsontakis, anthony coleman, and Wlad marhulets.

David Krakauer is on the clarinet and chamber music faculties of mannes college of music, 
the manhattan school of music, New york university, and the bard college conservatory of 
music. his unique sound can be heard as soloist in Danny elfman’s score for the film Taking 
Woodstock and throughout The Tango Lesson.

 Matt haimovitz, cellist, is acclaimed for both his tremen-
dous artistry and as a musical visionary—pushing the 
boundaries of classical music performance, championing new 
music and initiating groundbreaking collaborations, all while 
mentoring an award-winning studio of young cellists at mcgill 
university’s schulich school of music in montreal. 

mr. haimovitz made his debut in 1984, at the age of 13, as 
a soloist with Zubin mehta and the israel philharmonic, and 
at 17 he made his first recording for Deutsche grammophon 
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(universal classics) with James Levine and the chicago symphony orchestra. haimovitz 
made his carnegie hall debut when he substituted for his teacher, the legendary Leonard 
rose, in schubert’s string Quintet, alongside isaac stern, mstislav rostropovich, pinchas 
Zukerman, and shlomo mintz.

haimovitz’s recording career encompasses more than 20 years of award-winning work on 
Deutsche grammophon and his own oxingale records. his recent release, Meeting of the 
Spirits, was nominated for a grammy for best classical crossover album and won a grammy 
for best producer of the year (classical). a new recording with pianist christopher o’riley, 
Shuffle.Play.Listen., celebrating the evolution of the listening experience since the ipod, has 
received unanimous acclaim. in the second half of 2012 haimovitz will be featured as soloist 
in three world-premiere concerto recordings: Laura schwendinger’s Esprimere, philip glass’s 
cello concerto No. 2, recorded live with the cincinnati symphony and Dennis russell Davis, 
and this album’s Montserrat: Concerto for Cello and Orchestra.

the solo cello recital is a haimovitz trademark, both inside and outside the concert hall. in 
2000, he made waves with his bach “Listening-room” tour, for which, to great acclaim, 
haimovitz took bach’s beloved cello suites out of the concert hall and into clubs. he was the 
first classical artist to play at New york’s infamous cbgb club, in a performance filmed by 
abc News for Nightline Up Close.

haimovitz’s honors include the concert music award from ascap, trailblazer award from 
the american music center, avery fisher career grant, grand prix du Disque, Diapason d’or, 
and premio internazionale “accademia musicale chigiana.” he was in the final studio of 
legendary cellist Leonard rose at the Juilliard school and received a b.a. magna cum laude 
with highest honors from harvard university. haimovitz plays a Venetian cello, made in 1710 
by matteo gofriller.

gil rose is a conductor helping to shape the future of clas-
sical music. his dynamic performances and many recordings 
have garnered international critical praise.

in 1996, mr. rose founded the boston modern orchestra 
project (bmop), the foremost professional orchestra 
dedicated exclusively to performing and recording symphonic 
music of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. under 
his leadership, bmop’s unique programming and high 
performance standards have attracted critical acclaim and 
earned the orchestra eleven ascap awards for adventurous 

programming as well as the John s. edwards award for strongest commitment to New 
american music. 

mr. rose maintains a busy schedule as a guest conductor on both the opera and sym-
phonic platforms. he made his tanglewood debut in 2002 and in 2003 he debuted with 
the Netherlands radio symphony as part of the holland festival. he has led the american 
composers orchestra, Warsaw philharmonic, National symphony orchestra of the ukraine, 
cleveland chamber symphony, orchestra della svizzera italiana and National orchestra 
of porto.

mr. rose recently partnered with the american repertory theater, chicago opera theater, 
and the mit media Lab to create the world premiere of composer tod machover’s Death and 
the Powers. he conducted this seminal multimedia work at its world premiere at the opera 
garnier in monte carlo, monaco, in september 2010, and also led its united states premiere 
in boston and a subsequent performance at chicago opera theater.

an active recording artist, gil rose serves as the executive producer of the bmop/sound 
recording label. his extensive discography includes world premiere recordings of music by 
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John cage, Lukas foss, charles fussell, michael gandolfi, tod machover, steven mackey, 
evan Ziporyn, and many others on such labels as albany, arsis, chandos, ecm, Naxos, New 
World, and bmop/sound.

over the past decade, mr. rose has also built a reputation as one of the country’s most inven-
tive and versatile opera conductors. the conductor joined opera boston as its music director 
in 2003. in 2010, he was appointed the company’s first artistic director. mr. rose led opera 
boston in several american and New england premieres including: shostakovich’s The Nose, 
Weber’s Der Freischütz, and hindemith’s Cardillac. in 2009, mr. rose led the world premiere 
of Zhou Long’s Madame White Snake, which won the pulitzer prize for music in 2011. 

mr. rose also served as the artistic director of opera unlimited, a contemporary opera 
festival associated with opera boston. With opera unlimited, he led the world premiere of 
elena ruehr’s Toussaint Before the Spirits, the New england premiere of thomas ades’s 
Powder Her Face, as well as the revival of John harbison’s Full Moon in March and the North 
american premiere of peter eötvös’s Angels in America.

in 2007, mr. rose was awarded columbia university’s prestigious Ditson award as well as an 
ascap concert music award for his exemplary commitment to new american music. he is a 
three-time grammy award nominee.

the Boston Modern orchestra Project (bmop) is widely recognized as the leading 
orchestra in the united states dedicated exclusively to performing new music, and its signa-
ture record label, bmop/sound, is the nation’s foremost label launched by an orchestra and 
solely devoted to new music recordings.

founded in 1996 by artistic Director gil rose, bmop affirms its mission to illuminate the 
connections that exist naturally between contemporary music and contemporary society by 
reuniting composers and audiences in a shared concert experience. in its first twelve seasons, 
bmop established a track record that includes more than eighty performances, over seventy 
world premieres (including thirty commissioned works), two opera unlimited festivals with 
opera boston, the inaugural Ditson festival of contemporary music with the ica/boston, and 
thirty-two commercial recordings, including twelve cDs from bmop/sound.

in march 2008, bmop launched its signature record label, bmop/sound, with the release 
of John harbison’s ballet Ulysses. its composer-centric releases focus on orchestral works 
that are otherwise unavailable in recorded form. the response to the label was immediate 
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and celebratory; its five inaugural releases appeared on the “best of 2008” lists of the New 
York Times, the Boston Globe, National public radio, Downbeat, and American Record Guide, 
among others. bmop/sound is the recipient of five grammy award nominations: in 2009 for 
Charles Fussell: Wilde; in 2010 for Derek Bermel: Voices; and three nominations in 2011 for 
its recording of Steven Mackey: Dreamhouse (including best classical album). the New York 
Times proclaimed, “bmop/sound is an example of everything done right.” additional bmop 
recordings are available from albany, arsis, cantaloupe, centaur, chandos, ecm, innova, 
Naxos, New World, and oxingale.

in boston, bmop performs at Jordan hall and symphony hall, and the orchestra has also 
performed in New york at miller theater, the Winter garden, Weill recital hall at carnegie 
hall, and the Lyceum in brooklyn. a perennial winner of the ascap award for adventurous 
programming of orchestral music and 2006 winner of the John s. edwards award for 
strongest commitment to New american music, bmop has appeared at the bank of 
america celebrity series (boston, ma), tanglewood, the boston cyberarts festival, the 
festival of New american music (sacramento, ca), and music on the edge (pittsburgh, pa). 
in april 2008, bmop headlined the 10th annual mata festival in New york.

bmop’s greatest strength is the artistic distinction of its musicians and performances. each 
season, gil rose, recipient of columbia university’s prestigious Ditson conductor’s award 
as well as an ascap concert music award for his extraordinary contribution to new music, 
gathers together an outstanding orchestra of dynamic and talented young performers, and 
presents some of the world’s top vocal and instrumental soloists. the Boston Globe claims, 
“gil rose is some kind of genius; his concerts are wildly entertaining, intellectually rigorous, 
and meaningful.” of bmop performances, the New York Times says: “mr. rose and his team 
filled the music with rich, decisive ensemble colors and magnificent solos. these musicians 
were rapturous—superb instrumentalists at work and play.”

flute
sarah brady* [1, 4]
rachel braude [1, 4]
Jessica Lizak [4]
Jessi rosinski (piccolo) [1]

oBoe
mary cicconetti [1]
babara Lafitte [4]
Laura pardee (english horn) [1]
Kristen severson [3]
Jennifer slowik* [1, 3, 4]

clariNet
amy advocat (bass clarinet) [1]
gary gorczyca  

(bass clarinet) [4]
Jan halloran [1, 4]
Karen Luttik [1]
michael Norsworthy* [1, 4]

BassooN
ronald haroutunian* [1, 4]
adrian morejon [1]
gregory Newton [4]

horN
eli epstein [1]
Whitacre hill* [1, 3, 4]
Ken pope [1, 3, 4]

truMPet
eric berlin* [1, 4]
terry everson* [1]
richard Watson [4]

troMBoNe
hans bohn* [1, 4]
angel subero [1]

PercussioN
craig mcNutt (timpani) [1]
robert schulz* [1]
Nicholas tolle [4]

violiN
elizabeth abbate [1, 2, 3, 4]
melanie auclair-fortier [1, 

2, 3, 4]
gabriel boyers [1]
colleen brannen [2, 3, 4]
heidi braun-hill [2, 3]
piotr buczek [1, 3]
sasha callahan [1, 3, 4]
Julia cash [2, 4]
miki-sophia cloud [1]
cynthia cummings [2]
colin Davis [1]
gabby Diaz* [1, 2, 3]
charles Dimmick* [1, 3, 4]
Lois finkel [1, 3, 4]
rohan gregory [3, 4]
Jodi hagen [2]

Jesse irons [2]
Jiyun Jeong [1]
abigail Karr [1]
rebecca Katsenes [2]
annegret Klaua [1, 2, 4]
anna Korsunsky [1, 2, 4]
oana Lacatus [1, 2, 3, 4]
mina Lavcheva [1, 2]
Jae young cosmos Lee [2]
shaw pong Liu [1]
christina Day martinson [3]
miguel perez-espejo [2]
annie rabbat [2]
amy rawstron [2]
Krista buckland reisner [1, 3, 4]
ara sarkissian [1]
Jennifer schiller [3]
elizabeth sellers [1, 2, 4]
gabrielle stebbins [3]
megumi stohs [2, 4]
sarita uranovsky [1, 3, 4]
angel Valchinov [4]
brenda van der merwe [1, 3, 4]
biliana Voutchkova [3]
Katherine Winterstein [1, 3, 4]
Lena Wong [1, 2]
edward Wu [3, 4]
Liza Zurlinden [2]
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producer gil rose
recording and editing Joel gordon and David corcoran

Northern Lights Electric was recorded on December 21, 2009, at mechanics hall (Worcester, ma). Clarinet Concerto 
was recorded on June 29, 2010, at Jordan hall at New england conservatory (boston, ma). Sempre Diritto! was 
recorded on may 25, 2007, at Jordan hall. Montserrat: Concerto for Cello and Orchestra was recorded on December 
8, 2008, at mechanics hall.

paul moravec’s music is published by subito music corporation.

this recording was made possible in part by adelphi university, the andrew W. mellon foundation, 
columbia university, the gregory bulger foundation, and the National endowment for the arts.

it has been a joy and a privilege to work on this recording project with matt haimovitz, David Krakauer, 
and gil rose and his fabulous bmop band. i am greatly indebted to adelphi university for its generous 
support, financial and otherwise, in making this recording possible. — paul moravec
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Paul Moravec
Northern Lights electric
clarinet concerto
sempre Diritto!
montserrat: concerto for cello and orchestra

viola
mark berger [1, 3, 4]
stephen Dyball [1, 2, 3, 4]
adrienne elisha [3]
Joan ellersick* [1, 2, 4]
Nathaniel farny [1, 2, 3, 4]
David feltner [2, 3, 4]
abigail Kubert-cross [1, 2, 3]
Dimitar petkov [2, 3, 4]
Kenneth stalberg [1]
rebecca strauss [1]
Willine thoe [2, 4]
alexander Vavilov [1, 4]
Kate Vincent* [1, 2, 3]
Noralee Walker [1]

cello
miriam bolkosky [1, 2]
brandon brooks [1]
Nicole cariglia [3, 4]
Leo eguchi [4]
holgen gjoni* [1, 2, 4]
Dale henderson [3]
David huckaby [3]
Katherine Kayaian [1, 2, 4]
alexandre Lecarme [3]
Jing Li [1, 2]
marc moskovitz [3]
patrick owen [4]
rafael popper-Keizer* [1, 2, 3]
David russell [1]
rebecca thornblade [1, 4]
amy Wensink [2]

Bass
tony D’amico* [1, 2, 3]
pascale Delache-feldman* 

[1, 3, 4]
Karl Doty [1]
scot fitzsimmons [1, 2, 3, 4]
tony flynt [1, 2]
elizabeth foulser [4]
robert Lynam [1, 2, 3, 4]

Key:

 [1] Northern Lights electric
 [2] clarinet concerto
 [3] sempre Diritto!
 [4] montserrat: concerto for 

cello and orchestra

*principals
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